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ABSTRACT
We nd that in the kinematic limit the square of the curvature of magnetic eld lines is
exponentially amplied in time by the turbulent motions in a highly conductive plasma. At
the same time, the ensemble averaged curvature vector exponentially decays to zero. Thus,
independently of the initial conditions, the eld becomes very curved, and the curvature vector
becomes highly isotropic.
Subject headings: ISM: magnetic fields — MHD — turbulence — methods: analytical
It was recently suggested by Cowley (1999) that
on scales smaller than the smallest turbulent eddy
the turbulent motions can only stretch magnetic
eld lines. It was argued that the rapid exponen-
tial increase of the fluctuation eld wavenumber
k = (k2? + k
2
k)
1=2 found by Kulsrud and Ander-
son (1992) is mainly due to the increase of k?,
the wave number perpendicular to the magnetic
eld lines, while the parallel wave number kk stays
approximately equal to the smallest eddy size, so
that k?  kk. This hypothesis about the fold-
ing nature of small-scale elds was based on MHD
numerical simulations. The goal of this paper is
to check this hypothesis by carrying out precise
analytical calculations for the evolution of mag-
netic eld curvature within the framework of the
Kulsrud-Anderson dynamo theory.
Following Kulsrud and Anderson (1992) we
make the following assumptions. We use the
\kinematic" approximation, i.e. we assume that
the eld is weak enough that it does not aect
the turbulent motions. We neglect resistivity. We
assume that the turbulence is incompressible, ho-
mogeneous, isotropic and static, and we use zero






V(t;k) eikr d3k; (1)
hV(t;k)i = 0; (2)
hV  (t0;k0)V(t;k)i = [Jk( − k^k^)
+ i Jk"γkγ ](k0 − k)(t0 − t): (3)
Here and below h:::i means ensemble average, 
is the Kronecker symbol, "γ is the unit anti-
symmetric tensor, (t0 − t) and (k0 − k) are the
Dirac -functions, kˆ = k=k is a unit vector, and we
always assume summation over repeated indices.
Functions Jk and Jk are the normal and the helical
parts of the turbulence, they depend only on the
absolute value of k.
Using equations (1) and (3), it is straightfor-
ward to calculate the correlation tensors between
velocities and their spatial derivatives, taken at
the same point of space r but at dierent time, t
and t0:
hV(t0; r)V(t; r)i = (T =2)(t0 − t);
hVV;γi = "γ(t0 − t);
hV;Vγ;i = (γ=5)(5γ − γ)(t0 − t);
hVV;γi = −hV;V;γi ;
hV;Vγ; i = !"γ (t0 − t); (4)
hVV;γ i = −hV;V;γi ;
hV;γV;i = (=15)(7γ
− γ)(t0 − t):
Here and below, in order to shorten notations, spa-
tial derivatives are assumed to be taken with re-
spect to all indices that are listed after \ ; " signs,
1
e.g. V; = @V=@x , V;γ = @2V=@x@xγ . We
have also introduced the symmetric tensors
γ = γ + γ + γ ;
γ = γ + γ + γ
+ γ + γ ;
(5)




































The equation for the evolution of magnetic eld
B in an incompressible highly conductive fluid
(Landau & Lifshitz 1983) is
@B=@t = V;B − VB; :
We use this formula to derive the equation for the
evolution of the unit vector b = B=B tangential
to magnetic eld lines:
@b=@t = V;b − V;γbbbγ − Vb; : (7)
Now, for a given point of space we assume b is
known at zero time, t = 0, and we solve this equa-
tion by iterating it twice in time, similar to the cal-
culations of Kulsrud and Anderson (1992). Con-
sidering t > 0 as an expansion parameter, we have
b(t) = 0b + 1b(t) + 2b(t); (8)
where 0b is the value of b at zero time, 0b = b(0),
and 1b(t) / t and 2b(t) / t2 are the rst and
the second order corrections to b(t), obtained by














 1b(t0)0b0bγ − 0b1b(t0)0bγ
− 0b0b1bγ(t0)
− V(t0)1b;(t0)} dt0: (10)
The ensemble averaged curvatureK  〈(br)b,
























= 0K + t
− (7γ=5)0K − (4γ=5)〈0b0b;
+ "γ0Kγ; + (T =4)0K;
}
: (11)
Here, we use expansion (8) to nd K(t). The





, all rst or-
der terms average out according to formula (2),
and the second order terms are given in brackets
[:::] on the second line of equation (11).1 The -
nal result for K(t) was obtained by making use
of equations (4), (9) and (10).
Introducing another ensemble averaged vector
G  〈b divb, we write the dierential equations














G + (r G) + T
4
4G: (13)
Here, the rst equation directly follows from for-
mula (11), and the second equation for the evolu-
tion of G can be found by calculations similar to
the calculations that led to equation (11), i.e. by
expanding G(t) up to second order terms, by mak-
ing use of equations (9), (10) and of equations (4)
to carry out ensemble averaging.
In a similar way, and after considerable algebra,
we nd the dierential equations describing the
evolution of the ensemble averaged square of the




























Here, the dierential equations for ensemble av-
eraged scalars DK 
〈
div [(br)b] = divK and
1Note that we use h2b;i = h2bi; , which follows from im-
portant identity h(V;1:::nVγ;1:::m);1:::pi  0. This
reflects (k0 − k) correlation property of the turbulence,
see eq. (3). Thus, ensemble averaging and taking deriva-






= divG can be found by tak-
ing the divergence of equations (12) and (13) (see
the rst footnote on page 2).
We can drop (rK) and (rG) terms in
equations (12) and (13) because the helical part of
the turbulence, Jk, is usually negligible on scales
of the smallest turbulent eddy.2 In this case equa-












































Here, the functions Qi(t; r), i = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5, are the






4Qi(t; r); i = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5 (17)
with dierent initial conditions:










K2 + (1=133)(48DK − 8DG)t=0;
Q4(0; r) = (1=171)
− 5DK + 4DGt=0;






We see that the ensemble averaged square of
the curvature, K2, exponentially grows with rate
16γ=3. This is even faster than the rate of mag-
netic eld energy growth, 2γ (Kulsrud & Ander-
son 1992). At the same time, the ensemble av-
eraged curvature vector, K, exponentially decays
with rate −3γ=5. Therefore, K becomes highly
isotropic. According to diusion equation (17),
we nd that K2 and K become homogeneous on
scales L after a diusion time  4L2=T .
Let consider the case when the initial mag-
netic eld is constant in space, B = const and
b = const. Then Qi(t; r) = 0, i = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5, and
2E.g. in a galaxy, if the turbulence is Kolmogoro, Jk /
k−7 and Jk / k−13=3 (Kulsrud & Anderson 1992), these
smallest turbulent scales make the largest contributions to
 and γ, see eqs. (6).
we nd that K2 = (3=4γ)(e16γt=5 − 1. There-
fore, even if there is no initial curvature, the eld
quickly becomes very curved. The curvature rst
develops linearly in time, K2  12t=5, because
of second order spatial derivatives of the turbu-
lent velocities, represented by the \battery" term
12=5 in equation (14). Second, at time t  5=16γ
the curvature reaches the smallest turbulent eddy
scale size, leddy  γ=, and afterwards exponenti-
ates rapidly.
As a result, we conclude that the hypothesis
about the folding nature of small-scale elds de-
scribed in the beginning of this paper is incor-
rect. Note, that if  = 0, i.e. if there is spa-
tially constant velocity shear, V; = const, and
if K2 = DK = DG = 0 in the beginning, then K2
stays zero, which may have been the thought be-
hind the Cowley hypothesis. However, constant
velocity shear is inconsistent with statistical ho-
mogeneity (see the fourth formula in equation [3]
and the rst footnote on page 2).
The consequence of the rapid development of
curvature on very small scales is that the Lorentz
force becomes important before energy equiparti-
tion, between the eld and the turbulence, occurs
on the smallest eddy scale. Thus, the magnetic
energy at these small scales is suppressed at least
to some extent.
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